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Abstract 
Let X be a connected, locally connected Tychonoff space. Let r(X) (respectively W(X)) denote 
the multicoherence degree (respectively open multicoherence degree) of X. Let OX be the Stone- 
tech compactification of X and, if X is locally compact, let yX be the Freudenthal compactifica- 
tion of X. In this paper, we prove that if X is normal, then r(X) = r(pX) and Q(X) = w(/~X) 
and if X is locally compact, then r(yX) = min{r(Z): 2 is a compactification of X}. 
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compactification 
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Introduction 
All spaces considered in this paper are connected, Tychonoff spaces. Throughout this 
paper X will denote a locally connected space and Z will denote a space containing X 
as a dense subspace. The Stone-tech compactification of X will be denoted by /3X. 
If X is a rim-compact space (a space with a basis p such that Bd(U) has compact 
boundary for every U E ,L7), yX denotes the Freudenthal compactification of X (see [13] 
for definitions and properties). 
If Y is a space and D is any subspace of Y, define bn(o) = (number of components 
of 0) - 1 if this number is finite and bn(o) = 0~) otherwise. The set D is called insular 
if bn(o) is finite. A continuum D of Y is a closed (not necessarily compact) connected 
subset of Y. A region of Y is an open connected subset of Y. 
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We consider the following ways of defining multicoherence degrees on Y. The mul- 
ticoherence degree, r(Y), of Y is defined by r(Y) = sup{bo(A n B): A and B are 
continua of Y and Y = A U B}. The open-multicoherence degree, ro(Y), of Y is de- 
fined by TO(Y) = sup{bo(A n B): A and B are regions of Y and Y = A U B}. The 
weak-multicoherence degree, r,,(Y), of Y is defined by r?,(Y) = sup{bo(AnB): A and 
B are continua of Y, A is compact and Y = A U B}, and the y-multicoherence degree, 
T-~(Y), of Y is defined by ry(Y) = sup{bo(A n B): A and B are continua of Y, the 
boundaries in Y of A and B are compact and Y = A U B}. 
The space Y is said to be unicoherent (respectively open-unicoherent, weakly- 
unicoherent and y-unicoherent) if r(Y) = 0 (respectively TO(Y) = 0, TV = 0 and 
r?(Y) = 0). 
Multicoherence in compactifications was first studied by Clapp and Dickman in [I] 
where they showed that, for locally compact spaces, two equivalent conditions for the 
unicoherence of yX are the following: 
(a) X is weakly unicoherent, and 
(b) X is y-unicoherent. 
The multicoherence degree of one space does not determine the multicoherence degree 
of its compactifications. For example, identifying points in the boundary of a closed 
disk, we can obtain compactifications of the Euclidean plane with any preassignated 
multicoherence degree. However, for some particular compactifications, it is possible to 
determine their multicoherence degree using only properties of the base space. 
In [IO] Illanes showed that r(/3R2 - IR”) = 1 and, if X is a normal space, then 
sup{r(A): A is a continuum of X} = sup{r(A): A is a continuum of /3X}. In [12], 
Illanes showed some ways of calculating r(X,), where X, is the one-point compacti- 
fication of X, when X is locally compact. Another result related to the multicoherence 
degree of X, is [ 11, Corollary 1.71. 
In this paper we prove that if X is normal, then T(X) = ?QX) and Q(X) = 
Q(PX). We also generalize the results by Clapp and Dickman by proving that if X 
is locally compact, then rzu(X) = r?(X) = r(yX) and r(yX) = min{r(Y): Y is a 
compactification of X}. 
1. Perfect extensions 
Definition 1.1. An extension of X is a topological space containing X as a dense sub- 
space. If A, B and F are subsets of X, F separates A and B in X if there exist 
separated subsets C and D of X such that X ~ F = C U D, A c C and B c D. 
The extension Z of X is a perfect extension of X if whenever a closed subset F of 
X separates A and B in X, Clz(F) separates A and B in 2. This definition agrees 
with the one given by Sklyarenko in [15]. A pe$ect compactijcation of X is a perfect 
extension of X which is a compact space. If U is an open subset of X, define the oper- 
ator (U)z = 2 - Clz(X - U); we will write only (U) when there is no possibility of 
confusion. 
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Properties of perfect compactifications can be consulted in [ 13,1_5,16]. In particular, 
it is known that @X and yX are perfect compactifications ([15] and [13, Chapter VI, 
Theorem 391). In general it is difficult to establish results on multicoherence of nonlocally 
connected spaces (OX is very seldom locally connected [S]). As shown in [lo] and in 
this paper, aside from the local connectedness of X, the most useful fact for obtaining 
multicoherence results in /3X is that ,0X is a perfect extension of X. 
As it is noted in [IO, Propositions 1.2 and 1.31, using [ 15, Theorem I], the following 
propositions are easy to prove: 
Theorem 1.2. Let Z be an extension of X. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) Z is a perfect extension of X. 
(b) If A and B are closed subsets of X such that X = A U B, then Clz(A n B) = 
clz(A) n CIZ(B). 
(c) If F is a closed subset of X and F separates A and B in X, then Clz(A) n 
Clz(B) c Clz(F). 
Proposition 1.3. Jf Z is a EocaEly connected extension of X, then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(a) Z is a perfect extension of X. 
(b) Z has a basis of open sets whose intersection with X is connected. 
(c) If U is a region of 2, then U n X is a region of X. 
2. Multicoherence of perfect extensions 
Definition 2.1 [lo, Definition 5.11. If L c X and pr,. . . ,p, are points of X, we say 
that L splits {PI,. . ,pm} in X if {pl,. . . , p,} c X - L and {pi, . , p,} intersects 
at least two components of X - L. And we say that L disperses the set {pr , . , p,} in 
X if each one of the pi’s is contained in a different component of X - L. 
As it was observed in [lo, Proposition 5.21, the following result follows from [17, 
7.41. 
Proposition 2.2. If X is normal, r(X) = n and L1, L2 are disjoint closed subsets of 
X such that LI LJ L2 disperses {PI,. . . , p,+z} in X, then some Li splits {PI,. . . , p,+~) 
in X. 
Notice that from [9], if n. = 0, then in Proposition 2.2 it is not necessary to suppose 
that X is normal. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that Z is a perfect compactijication of X. Let A, B be continua 
of Z such that Z = A U B, let C = A n B. Suppose that L = U{D: D is a component 
ofCandDnXf0) ts a nonempty closed subset of 2. Then L = C. 
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Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a component De of C such that Da n 
X = 0. Let F = C f’ X = L f’ X, UA = (A - B) and U, = (B - A), then 
Clz(F) n Do = 8 and (UA) n (UB) = (UA n UB) = 0. Proposition 1.2(b) implies that 
2 - Clz(F) = (UA) U (UB). Since (UA) and (U R are open in 2, we may assume that ) 
Da C (UA). Let w be an open subset of 2 such that Do C i%’ C Clz(W) C (UA). 
Let D = (C n (2 - IV)) U L. Since C is compact, Da is a quasicomponent of C, then 
there exist two disjoint closed subsets D1 and Dz of Z such that C = DI U Dz, D c D1 
and Do c D2. Notice that D2 c W. Let lJ1 and Uz be disjoint open subsets of Z such 
that D1 c U1 and Dz c U2. Define U = W n lJ2. Since B is connected, DO c U and 
L c Z-U, then there exists a point zu E BnBdz(U). Then za E (UA) c CIZ(UA) c A. 
Thus za E D1 U D2. But DI U D2 c UJ U U2, so zo $ D1 U D2. This contradiction proves 
the lemma. q 
Theorem 2.4. If Z is a perject compactification of X, then 
(a) If X is unicoherent, Z is unicoherent. 
(b) ZfX is normal, T(X) 3 r(2). 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that 0 < r(X) = n < 03 and ~(2) > n. Let A and 
BbecontinuaofZsuchthatZ=AUBandba(AnB) >n+l.LetC=AnB. 
If C n X = 0, since X is connected, X C A or X c B. Then A = 2 or B = 2, so 
A n B is connected. This contradiction proves that C fl X # 0. Lemma 2.3 implies that 
there exist n + 2 different components Cl, , Cn+2 of C such that C, n X # 8 for 
every i. The compactness of C implies that there exist n + 2 pairwise disjoint closed 
subsets Fi, . , F,+z of Z such that C = Fj U.. U Fn+2 and C, c Fi for every i. Let 
U1*, 1 un+2 * be pairwise disjoint open subsets of 2 such that F, c Ui* for all ,i. 
For each i, define Vi = Vi* n X. Let U = UI U . U Un+2, P = (A n X) - U 
and Q = (B n X) - U. Choose points pi E Ci n X, . , pn+2 E Cn+2 n X. Then 
P and Q are closed subsets of X and P U Q disperses {pi, . . , pn+2} in X. From 
Proposition 2.2, we may assume that P splits (~1, . , pn+2} in X and pi and p2 are in 
different components of X - P. Let D be the component of X - P such that pl E D and 
let E = (X - P) - D. Then D and E are open subsets of X, D n E = 0, (D) n (E) = 0 
and, applying Theorem 1.2(b) to the sets D U P and E U P, 2 - Clz(P) = (D) U (E). 
Since pl E (D) n B, p2 E (E) n B and B is connected, we have 0 # Clz(P) n A n B. 
But P c X-U implies that CIz(P) c Z- (UI*U...UU,+~*) c Z- (AnB). This 
contradiction proves the theorem. 0 
Theorem 2.5. IfY is a normal space, then r(Y) < r(/3Y). 
Proof. Suppose that r(Y) 3 n. Then Y = A U B, where A and B are continua of Y 
andbo(AnB)>n.LetAnB=CiU...UC,+l, where Cl,. . , C,+l are nonempty 
disjoint closed subsets of Y. By [13, Chapter VI, Lemma 71 and Proposition 1.2, 
Clpy(A) n Cloy(B) = Clpy(A n B) = Clpy(C,) u u Clpy(C,+I). 
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Since Y is normal, Clay(Ci ), . . . , Clgy(C,+i) are pairwise disjoint. So bc(Clpy(A) n 
Cloy(B)) > n and rQX) 3 n. Therefore r(Y) < r(pY). 0 
Corollary 2.6. ZfX is normal, then T(X) = T(/~X). 
Corollary 2.7. If X and Z are normal and Z is a perfect extension of X, then r(X) 3 
r(z). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, r(Z) < ~(02). Proposition 1.2(b) implies that PZ is a perfect 
compactification of X. By Theorem 2.4 r(X) 3 r(pZ). Hence, r(X) 3 r(Z). q 
Theorem 2.8. If 2 is a pegect extension of X, then Q(X) 3 ~(2). 
Proof. Let 2 = UUV, where U and V are regions of 2. By [15, Theorem 11, it follows 
that UnX and VnX are regions of X. If bo(UnV) >, 72, then UnV = WI U.. .UW,+l, 
where Wt , . , Wn+l are nonempty pairwise disjoint open subsets of 2. This implies 
that bo((U f’ X) n (V n X)) 3 n. Hence q(X) 3 q(2). 0 
Theorem 2.9. IfX is normal, then Q(X) 6 ro(PX). 
Proof. Suppose that X = U U V, where U and V are regions of X. Since U c (U) c 
Clpx(U) and V c (V) c Clgx(V), then (U) and (V) are regions of PX. Since X is 
normal, Clpx(X - U) n Clgx(X - V) = 8. Then PX = (U) U (V). Now, suppose that 
UrlV = WI U. .UW,, where Wt , . . . , W, are nonempty pairwise disjoint open subsets of 
X. Proposition 1.2(b) implies that (WI), . . . , (Wn) are nonempty pairwise disjoint open 
subsets of /3X and (U) n (V) = (W,) U.. U (Wn). Then bo(U n V) 6 bo((U) n (V)). 
Hence TO(X) < q(,DX). 0 
Corollary 2.10. ZfX is normal, then q(X) = q(pX). 
3. Multicoherence of the Freudenthal compactification 
Throughout this section we will suppose that X is also a rim-compact space. Then [ 131 
there exists the Freudenthal compactification of X. 
Lemma 3.1. yX has a basis of regions which have boundaries contained in X. 
Proof. In [13, Chapter VI, Theorem 301, it was shown that yX has a basis of open 
subsets which have boundaries contained in X. Theorem 4.1 in [5] implies that yX is 
locally connected. Now, the lemma is immediate. 0 
Lemma 3.2. If W is a region of X, F is a closed subset of X and w is a point of W 
suchthatFcX-WandG=Bdx(W)-F’ IS nonempty, then there exists a continuum 
HofXsuchthatHcWUG, WEHandHnGisnonempty. 
Proof. Choose a point g E G - F. Let U be a region of X such that g E U and 
Cl~(i7) n F = 8. Choose a component V of U n W. Since U is locally connected, 
0 # Bdc,(V) c Bdu(U n W) c (U ~ (U n W)) n CIX(W) c U nBdx(W) c G. This 
implies that Clx(V) n G # 8 and clearly, Clx(V) c W U G. Joining w to a fixed point 
in V by a finite chain of regions of X such that their closures in X are contained in W, 
it is possible to construct a continuum L of X such that w E L, L n V # 8 and L c W 
Define H = L U Clx(V). 0 
The following lemma is easy to prove. 
Lemma 3.3. If U is a region of yX and K is a compact subset of U, then there exists 
a region V of yX such that K C V C Cl,,y (V) c U and Bd,x (V) c X. 
Lemma 3.4. If A and B are continua of yX such that yX = A U B and bo(A n B) > 
n, 3 1, then there exist regions UA and Ua of yX such that A c UA, B c Ug, 
B&x(UA) U Bd,x(UB) C X and bo(Cl,x(U~) n CI,X(UB)) 3 72. 
Proof. Let Cl, . , Cn+l be nonempty pairwise disjoint closed subsets of yX such that 
AnB = Cl u...uC,+,. Let Wt,...,W,+, be pairwise disjoint open subsets of 
yXsuchthatC,CW,forevery1;.LetW=W,U...UW,+I,WA=AUWand 
WB = B U W. Notice that WA and lV, are open subsets of yX, then the components 
VA and VB of WA and Wu containing A and B, respectively are open in yX. From 
Lemma 3.3, there exists regions UA and UB of X such that A c UA c Cl,x(u~) c 
VA and B C UB C cl,x(U~) C VB and BdyX(UA) f’ BdyX(UB) c X. Clearly 
bO(CITX(UA) nc17X(uB)) 3 n. o 
Lemma 3.5. Let K be a compact subset of yX - X. Suppose that yX = AU B, where 
A, B are continua of yX and bo(A n B) 2 n 3 1. Then there exist continua A* and 
B* of yX such that yX = A* U Be, bo(A* n B*) 3 n. and K c A* n B*. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that there exist continua A, and B1 of yX such that 
bo(Al n BI) > n, K c B1, A c Al and B c Bl. Let UA and lJ, be regions in 7X as 
inLemma3.4.SetCl,x(UA)nClyX(UB)=G,U...UGn+,,whereG,,...,G,+, are 
nonempty pairwise disjoint closed subsets of yX. Let KA = K n (yX - UB). If KA = 0, 
then A1 = cl,x(U~) and B1 = cl,x(U~) satisfy the required properties. Then we may 
assume that KA # a). Notice that KA c yX - C~,X(UB). Since KA is compact, there 
exist components 01,. . , 0, of yX - Cl,x (UB) such that KA c 01 U,..UO, and 
KA n Oi # 0 for every i. 
For each i < T, define K, = KA n Oi, then K, is compact. From Lemma 3.2, there 
exists a region Vi of yX such that K, c V; c Cl,x(Vi) c Oi and Bd,x(Vi,) c X. 
Since n 3 1, U, # 0, so Bd,x(O,L) # 0. S’ mce Bd-,x(O,) c Bd,x(Cl,x(UB)) c 
G, u u G,+,, an index j, can be chosen such that Bd,x(Oi) n Gj, # 8. Apply 
Lemma 3.2 to the space TX, the region Oi, the closed set U{G3: j # ji} c yX - 0, 
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and a chosen point w, E K,, then there exists a continuum H, of yX such that ‘1~~ E H,, 
H, n Gjt # 0 and H, c Oi u (Bd-,x(O%) n Gjz). 
Define 
B, = Cl,,&?&) U (H, U . . u HT) u Cl,x(V, u . u VT) 
and Al = Cl.,x (UA). Clearly Bt is connected, A c Al, B c El, and K c BI. Notice 
that 
A, nB, =(G, u...uG,+,)u(H, U~~~uH,)uCl,x(V~)u~~~uCl,x(V,) 
For each j < n + I, let 
L,=WJ(U{H,UCl,x(K): .i=.i.}). 
Then A, n B1 = L1 U U L,+l. It is easy to prove that L,, , L,+l are pairwise 
disjoint. Hence A1 and BI have the required properties. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let U, U1, . , U, be regions of yX and let K1, . , K, be compact sub- 
sets of yX - X such that Ki c Ui C U for every i and U, , . , U, are pairwise disjoint. 
Then there exists a connected subset F of U and there exist open subsets WI,. , W, 
of yX such that U - F = WI U U W, and K, c Wi c Cl,x( Wi) c Ui for each i. 
Proof. From Proposition 1.3, UNIX is connected. Since UnX c U- (K1 U. ‘UK,) C 
Cl,x(U n X), we have that U - (K1 U.. U K,) is a region in yX. From Lemma 3.3, 
for each i, there exists a region V of yX such that K, C V, c Cl.,x(v) c Ui and 
Bd,x(l/,) c X. Applying again Lemma 3.3, there exists a region V of yX such that 
and Bd,x(V) c X. 
For each i < m, define 
WI = U {D: D is component of U - Cl-,x(V) and D n K, # S}. 
Then K, c Wi and Wi is open in yX. We assert that Wi c V,. Suppose, on the contrary, 
that there exists a component D of U - Cl-,x(V) such that D n Ki # 0 and D is not 
contained in Vi. Then 8 # DnBd(V,) c DnV which is a contradiction. Hence W, c Vi. 
Define F = U - (WI U. U Wm). In order to prove that F is connected, it is enough 
to show that if D is a component of U - Cl,x(V) such that D n (KI U U K,) = 0, 
then Cl,x(D) nCl,x(V) is nonempty. This follows from BdU(D) c Bdu(Cl,x(V)) c 
Cl,x (V). Hence F is connected. 0 
Theorem 3.7. If X is locally compact, r(yX) is finite and Y is a compact$cation of 
X which is strictly smaller the yX, then r(Y) > r(yX). 
Proof. Since Y is a compactification of X which is strictly smaller that yX then there 
exists a noninjective continuous function f : yX t Y such that f[X is the identity map 
in X. Fix two points p and q in 7X - X such that f(p) = f(q) and p # q. Suppose 
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that 7~ = r(yX) > 0. From Lemma 3.5, there exist continua A and B in yX such that 
yX = AuB, b,,(AnB) = n and {p, q} C A n B. Lemma 3.4 implies that there exist 
regions V, and V, of yX such that A c V A, B C VB, B&x(b) UBd,x(V,g) c X 
and ba(Cl,x(V,,) n Cl,x(v~)) = 71. F rom Lemma 3.3, there exists a region W of yX 
such that p E W, q $! Cl,x(W) and Bd,x (W) c X. 
Let 5’ = Bd,x(W) and K = Cl,x(&) nCl,x(V~) n (7X -X). Then K is compact 
and K c VAnVBn(rX-s). s ince yX is locally connected, there exist finitely 
many components UI, . . , Ut of VA n V, n (yX - S) such that K c U, u . . u U, 
and K n Ui # 8 for every i. Then, for each i, U, c W or U, c yX - Cl,x(W). We 
may assume that U, U . U U, c W and Urn+, U . U U, c yX - Cl,x (W). Since 
p E K n W and q E yX - Cl,x(W), m, t - m > I For each i < t, let Ki = K n U,. 
Applying Lemma 3.6 to VA, U,, , U, and K, , , K,, there exists a connected 
subset FA of VA and there exist open subsets WI, , W, of yX such that VA - FA = 
W, U. U W, and Ki C Wi C Cl,x( Wi) c U, for every i < m. Similarly, there exists 
a connected subset FB of V, and there exist open subsets Wm+, , . . , Wt of yX such 
that V, - FB = Wm+, U...UWtandKiCWi CCl,x(W,)CUiforeveryi>m+l. 
Define A* = Cl ,~(F,J), B* = cl,x(F~) and W” = W, U.. .UW,. Let Dt , . , Dn+l 
be the components of CL,X(VA) n Cl,x(b’~). Then A* and Ba are continua of yX. 
We will prove the following facts: p E B*, q E A*, yX = A* u B*, A* n B* = 
(0, u . . . u Dn+, ) - Wo c X and Di - Wo # 0 for every i <n+ 1. 
Since W, U. . U W, isasubsetofVg-(W,+rU...UWt), WtU..,UW,cFg. 
Similarly, Wm+, U . . . U Wt c FA. This implies that VA U V, c A* U B*, so yX = 
A* U B*. Since A* n B* c Cl,x(v~) n Cl,x(v~), A* c yX - (W, U ... U Wm) 
and B* c yX - (Wm+, U. ‘. U Wt). then A* n B* C (0, U ‘. U Dn+t) - WO. Since 
p E K n W, then p E K1 u u K, c W, U U Wm. Thus p $! A* and p E B*. 
Analogously, q E A*. 
For each i < m, Bd,x (Wi) c U, C FA U (W, U.‘.U W,), then Bd,x(Wi) C FA. 
Similarly, Bd,x ( Wt) C FB for each i 3 m + 1. Then 
(01 u...uD,+~)- W = ([C],X(FA)UC~~X(WI) u...uCl,~(W,)] 
n[CITx(FB) ~cl,~(W,+r) u~~~~cl,~(W,)]) -W. c A*nB*. 
Hence A* n B* = (0, U U Dn+r ) - WO. Notice that 
(Dt U . . U &+t) - Wo C (ClyX(VA) n C17X(VB)) - K C X. 
Finally, let i 6 n + 1. In order to show that D, - WO # 0, we may assume that there 
exists j with 1 < j 6 t such that D, n Wj # 8. Since Uj C D1 U. U Dn+t, Uj C D,. 
Then Bd,x (Wj) c Di - WO. Since v) # K:, c W, and either p or q is not in Wj, then 
Bd,x(Wj) # 8. Therefore D, - WO # 8. 
Now, define A, = f(A*) and B, = f(B*). Then A, and B, are continua of Y such 
that Y = A, u B,. Since f(p) = f(q) E (Y - X) n A, n B, and f(X) = X, the 
sets (Y - X) n A, n B,, f(D, - WO), . . , f(D,+, - WO) are nonempty pairwise 
disjoint and closed subsets of Y such that their union is equal to A, n B,. Thus r(Y) 3 
bo(A, n B,) > n+ 1 > r(yX). Therefore r(Y) > r(yX). 0 
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Theorem 3.8. If X is locally compact, r(rX) is $nite and Z is a compactijication of 
X, then 7-(7X) < T(Z). M oreovel; if r(Z) = r(yX), then Z is a compacti>cation ofX 
greater than or equal to yX. 
Proof. Let Y be the quotient space obtained by identifying each one of the components 
of Z - X in one point. Then Y is a compact space and, since X is locally compact, 
Y is a (Tz) compactification of X (see [4, Lemma 6.301). Let f : Z t Y be the nat- 
ural projection. Then f is a monotone, closed continuous surjection. Proceeding as in 
[18, Chapter VIII, Section 21, it follows that r(Y) 6 r(Z). Since Y - X is totally dis- 
connected, yX is a perfect compactification of X ([13, Chapter VI, Theorem 391) and 
yX - X is totally disconnected (Lemma 3.1), Theorem 3 in [15] implies that yX is a 
compactification of X greater than or equal to Y. From Theorem 3.7, r(yX) < r(Y), 
where the equality holds only if yX = Y. Hence r(rX) < r(Z). 
Now, if r(Z) = r(rX), then Y = yX, and clearly, 2 is a compactification of X 
greater or equal than Y. 0 
The following lemma is easy to prove. 
Lemma 3.9. If Z is an extension of Y then r,(Y) < r(Z). 
Theorem 3.10. IfX is locally compact, then rlu(X) = r(yX). 
Proof. From Lemma 3.9, we only have to prove that rW(X) > ?-(7X). Suppose that 
yX = A* U B*, where A*, B* are continua of yX and suppose that bo(A* n I?*) > 
n 3 1. If X is compact, there is nothing to prove. Then we may assume that K = 
yX - X is nonempty. From Lemma 3.5, there exist continua A and B of yX such 
that yX = A U B, K c A n B and bo(A n B) > n. From Lemma 3.4, there exist 
regions U,,J, UB of yX such that A C u A7 B C uB7 Bd7x(UA) uBd,x(UB) C X and 
ho(Cl,x(U~)nCl,x(U~)) 3 n. Set C~,X(UA)~CI,X(UB) = Di U...UD,+1, where 
0, . ., a%+1 are nonempty pairwise disjoint closed subsets of yX. 
Let ur , , U, be the components of UA n lJ, such that K c U1 U . U U, and 
K n Ui # 0 for every i < m. Define, for each i < m, Ki = K n U,. From Lemma 3.6, 
there exists a connected subset F of UA and there exist open subsets WI, . , W, of 
yX such that VA - F = Wl U . . . U W, and Ki c Wi c Cl,x(Wi) c Vi for each 
i < m. 
Define A1 = C&,x(F), B1 = clx(U~ n X), W = WI U ... U W, and, for each i, 
Hi = Di - W. Then Al and B1 are continua of X. Since F n W = 0, A1 c X. Clearly, 
X=AlUBl,Al iscompact,A1nBt=HiU...UH,+i.Leti<n+l,inorderto 
prove that H, # 8, we suppose that Di n W, # 0 for some j. Then Di n U, # 0, this 
implies that Uj C Di and Bd,x(Wj) c Di. Since n > 1, D, # X. This implies that 8 # 
Bd,x(Wj) C D, - W = H,. Thus Hz # 8. This proves that rw(X) > bo(Al nBl) 3 n. 
Hence rw(X) 2 r(rX). Therefore rlo(X) = r(yX). R 
The following corollary generalizes the first part of Theorem 3.8. 
Corollary 3.11. IfX is locally compact and 2 is an extension of X, then r(yX) < r(Z). 
Theorem 3.12. IfY is a connected, rim-compact space, then r,(Y) < T_,(Y) < r(-yY). 
Proof. It is easy to prove that r?,,(Y) < r?(Y). In order to prove that r_,(Y) < r(yY), 
let Y = A U B, where A and B are continua of Y such that Bdy(A) and BdY(B) are 
compact. Suppose that An B = Cl U. .UC,, where Ct , , C,,, are nonempty pairwise 
disjoint closed subsets of Y. If i < m, Bdy(Cz) c BdY(A) U Bdy(B), so Bdy(Ci) is 
compact. If i # j, since Bdy(C,) separates Inty(C,) and Y - C, in Y, Proposition 1.2 
implies that Cl7y(Inty(C,)) nCI,L(Y - C,) c t&,y(Bdy(Ci)) = Bdy(C,). It follows 
that Clyy(Ci) n ClTy(Cj) c Bdy(Ci) (and it is also contained in BdY(Cj)). Thus, 
Clyy(Ci) n Cl_,y(Cj) = 0. Proposition 1.2(b) implies that bo(Cl,y(A) n Cl,y(B)) > 
m - 1. Therefore r-,(Y) < r(yY). 0 
Corollary 3.13. IfX is locally compact, then r,(X) = ry(X) = r(yX). 
Question 3.14. Let X be locally compact and normal and r(yX) < n < r(pX). Does 
there exist a perfect compactification 2 of X such that ~(2) = n? 
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